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ACTIVITIES & . . . QUALITY THEY PROVIDE

CHANGE
MECHANISMS

~ JOURNEY OUTCOMESOUTCOMES IMPACT

GOAL
Race equality  through 

social & economic 
justice

White people make 
connections with 

more people of colour 

White people hear 
stories of lived 
experience of 

racism & barriers 
to social & 

economic justice 
from peers with 
whom they have 

built a relationship 

BMC people feel 
seen, understood, 

validated, and 
supported in their 
lived experience

BMC people are 
inspired to see 

what they 
can achieve

BMC people feel 
permission to be 

powerful

Higher levels of 
career progression 

amongst 
BMC people

Increased
numbers of BMC 

people in positions 
of responsibility, 

power, & influence

Increase in financial 
security amongst 

BMC communities

There are 
increased 

opportunities at 
a senior level for 

BMC people

BMC people 
feel empowered 

to bring 
their whole

selves to work 
and life

White people 
understand 

structural racism 
and are 

empowered to 
challenge it

A new cohort and 
generation of BMC 
decision-makers is 
born/created in all 

sectors  

BMC people are 
empowered to 
achieve their 

economic & social 
potential 

As social business 
owners & in higher 
& living wage jobs 

Networks develop 
between empowered 

BMC people and 
White allies 

A new cohort and 
generation of active 

allies against 
structural racism 

is created 

Empowerment, 
education 

and training 
programmes 

for BMC people  
(Black & Minoritised 

Communities)

Events celebrating 
the achievements 

of BMC people

Anti-racism 
awareness 

and training 
programmes 

for white people

Consultancy 
services for 

organisations

Peer support 
and network

Safe space for BMC 
people to learn, 

reflect & be together

Role models of 
powerful and 

successful BMC 
people

Safe space free of 
judgement in which 

to explore and 
understand 

structural racism, 
privilege & their role 

in upholding or 
breaking down 
these systems


